
Growing out the new Inverted Authority 

Errico Malatesta, the Italian godfather of Anarchism claimed that humans are just used
to have authorities and that they just simply never experienced to be without someone
telling them what to do and decide for them. This was certainly true when he wrote
more than hundred years ago -  still  much of  humanity was controlled but by a few
landlords and factory owners and high ranked clerks.

At present humans, especially in western countries are far more aware of authorities to
the point that often times they scorn them or the equation is even turned and the pupils
tell the teachers off and assess him or her for his or her own "oppressive" behaviour.
This is however not the ideal elimination of authority but just an inverted form which is
alas not beneficial for everyone.

There is thus the situation in which society still proceeds and the hints for proceeding
are still somewhat imposed by groups which have been historically alleged as those who
were the victims of former authorities. In this context there are still humans deciding for
other humans, the authorities, even if veiled and inverted and dismissed is still there, no
longer the old white man but still some form of human giving a new lead and direction
to the rest of society who just simply have to submit to the new will.

In this sense no matter whether in the end we will let crickets or carrots deciding upon
our  societal  destiny,  the  issue  of  authorities  and  societies  driven  by  a  will  that
technically never represents if not every of citizens but by far not even the majority, the
issue still remains and still human lives are dominated by an alien will, a will that, not
matter how subtle and innocent, for the most cases does not correspond to the will of
any individual.

Either way how dangerous a computer program that would technically sum up all the
will of all the subjects of a nation be, if this will would truly be manifested. Considering
the worldly dreams of the masses, considering the tendency in fact of a mass turned
fully consumer oriented and hedonistic where can even the most precise technical and
computer driven authority corresponding to everyone's will lead a society into?

Fortunately  and  unfortunately  the  middle  class  mass,  the  commodity  driven  and
bourgeois gray ocean of humans, in the desperation of lack of values sooner or later
cling to the absurd, cling to the wanting of a strong leader, a return to autocracy their
forefathers have so much fought against. In this view the issue here becomes rather
dominant and that is the need for individuals to keep anchored to their nature even in
the most bourgeoisie setting that the very social infrastructure imposes on them.



It is vital, and I wrote this over and over in the course of my impulsive essays, it is vital to
keep up a sort of continuous self-examination and almost ethnographic examination of
our surrounding so that even in a most cemented setting locked in one of the most
sealed social cell, even then each individual is able to maintain a relation with his or her
nature.

Only maintaining this relation one can truly be aware of  all  the fevers and diseases
society tends to undergo. One keeps a sort of basic common sense and doesn't let him
or herself go astray as perfectly functional society tends to do. One become then the
anti-Christ, the complete opposite figure of the autocrat. While the autocrat will drive
the nation in complete self-destruction, those who were able to maintain this common
sense, this foot into human nature can be of guide to coolen the senses and give hints to
not so much specifically where and how to get out to a man made crisis but how to
recover this human nature the technologically driven human so easily depart from.

It is not either science and the scientific know-how that should be of guidance. Much
trust  was  put  into it  by  early  socialists,  and  marxists  and anarchists  yet  where can
science lead to but to the solving of an issue at the expense of many more and much
greater issues to come?

The goal  here is to establish a culture promoting that everyone maintain his  or her
unique approach to channeling with his or her own nature without any conventional
formula  or  dogmas  or  an  excessive  mystification  of  this  intimate  relation  which  is
essential for humans to be kings and queens of their own selves letting go to the sort of
insecurity especially the west have got into in its ever more astray civilizing process.

The Flores brothers, the anarchists inspiring the Mexican revolution used to call for Land
and freedom, yet there is no need for land to put roots in ourselves, in our nature and in
turn become the autocrats of our own domain. We only need to undertake this effort,
the effort of taking care of this intimate relation and from there no king nor queen, nor
any kind of autocrat can break us. On the contrary only the fact that we stand as lords of
our own selves is in itself the major blow to autocracy we can ever impart. 

Obviously the scenario is what it is; at the most only a few willing humans are ever going
to undertake a truly intimate relations with their own selves and most of humanity is
just on a passive mode, willing to plain and simply receive instructions without which
they  cannot  function.  The  anarchist  hypothesis  here,  whether  expressed  by  the
aforementioned Malatesta or the more eloquent Emma Goldman, the hypothesis is that
society itself and its schooling of its subject is at the base of this numbness.

Following up to the anarchist  ideology by removing the top down education system



perhaps the amount of less numbed and passive humans would decrease and people in
general would be keener to relate to their own nature and in turn be less oppressed and
more alert of their freedom. It is certainly something that ought to be investigated but it
is  also  true  that  out  of  the  most  oppressive  regimes  the  most  free  thinking  minds
emerge, or simply that oppression perhaps is the reason for people to dwell with their
nature.

The cultivation of our inner nature then becomes more of a form of endurance of the
surrounding. Whether before it was the outer nature to be harsh, as society become
more weather proof it is not humans themselves to self create this outer harshness. It is
thus most essential  to at  least promote a sort  of  cultivation of our nature not as a
religious nor mystic trend but rather as a stoic and transcendentalist one.

A new morality based on self-examination can in my opinion develop a different kind of
society which might be only in appearance more egoist and individualistic but it is in fact
more self-sufficient,  more contemplative less dependent on large infrastructure,  less
consumer oriented and generally more used to live off air and off literally what humans
are able to harvest from their own souls. 

Beyond thus all the political and economic speculation and the power struggles trying to
determine where humanity should go next, the question is rather where each human
should go next and that is in my opinion back to a contemplation of their own selves,
back  to  be  self-content.  I  agree  that  if  this  was  to  be  the  trend  any  community
undergoing this process would be highly vulnerable to any other worldly and power
obsessed community so the idea really is to have nothing to offer to them but be ready
to defend itself only for the sake to keep up this important movement that is not about
saving the life of individuals as contemplative individuals truly scorn their worldly lives
but to save Life itself.


